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Abstract—An energy trading system is essential for the suc-
cessful integration of Electric Vehicles (EVs) into the smart grid.
In this paper, leveraging blockchain technology, we first propose
a privacy-preserving charging-station-to-vehicle (CS2V) energy
trading scheme. The CS2V scheme is useful in crowded cities where
there is a need for a charging infrastructure that can charge many
EVs daily. We also propose a privacy-preserving vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) energy trading scheme. The V2V scheme is useful when
charging stations are not available or far and cheaper prices can
be offered from EVs, e.g., if they charge from renewable energy
sources. In the V2V scheme, the privacy of both charging and
discharging EVs including location, time, and amount of power
are preserved. To preserve privacy in both schemes, EVs are anony-
mous, however, a malicious EV may abuse the anonymity to launch
Sybil attacks by pretending as multiple non-exiting EVs to launch
powerful attacks such as Denial of Service (DoS) by submitting
multiple reservations/offers without committing to them, to prevent
other EVs from charging and make the trading system unreliable.
To thwart the Sybil attacks, we use a common prefix linkable anony-
mous authentication scheme, so that if an EV submits multiple
reservations/offers at the same timeslot, the blockchain can identify
such submissions. To further protect the privacy of EV drivers, we
introduce an anonymous and efficient blockchain-based payment
system that cannot link individual drivers to specific charging loca-
tions. Our experimental results indicate that our schemes are secure
and privacy-preserving with low communication and computation
overheads.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE smart grid is a revolutionary upgrade to the traditional
electricity grid that aims to create a clean, resilient, and ef-

ficient system by integrating information technology, data com-
munication, sensing, and control technologies into the power
system [1]. The smart grid promotes high penetration level of
renewable energy sources and EVs to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. Specifically, residents can install solar panels on
their rooftops to generate electricity to power their homes and
charge their EVs. EVs are becoming increasingly popular and
it is expected that most of the vehicles will be electric in the
future [2].

EVs can charge at home from electrical grid and solar pan-
els [3]. Another charging approach is to charge from charging
stations (CSs). This form of charging is called charging stations
to vehicle (CS2V) energy trading, where energy traders can
offer competitive prices to the EVs [4]. CS2V is useful for
providing fast charging or when an EV is travelling for long
distance. Alternatively, EVs with surplus energy can charge
other EVs, and this form of charging is called vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) energy trading [5]. This approach is useful when charging
stations are far or unavailable, e.g., in developing countries or
remote areas, and do not have sufficient energy resources, or
when cheap prices can be offered by the EVs because they can
charge from cheap renewable energy sources.

To facilitate charging of EVs, an energy trading system is
needed to match the bids of energy sellers to the requests of
buyers and connect them. In these systems, a central system
(server) that acts as service manager is usually used. To organize
the energy trading, both the energy sellers and buyers need to
exchange sensitive information with the service manager about
the location and time of energy trading. Without privacy pro-
tection, the untrustworthy server and malicious adversaries can
infer sensitive information about the EVs’ drivers. For example,
if the charging stations are installed at medical clinic parks,
working place, and hospitals, sensitive information about the
EVs’ drivers can be revealed such as their habits, workplaces,
and health conditions. Moreover, the server can infer if the
users are on travel by monitoring their trading activities, e.g.,
if they do not buy or sell energy for a long time. Furthermore,
it has been shown that the server can infer the real identity
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of EVs’ drivers using the locations visited by them [6], and
therefore, using anonymization alone is not enough to preserve
privacy.

In addition, running the service by a central server makes the
system vulnerable to the single point of failure and several cyber
attacks [7], [8]. For instance, Uber has witnessed a tremendous
data leakage of 57 million customers and drivers for more than a
year. The company has paid 148 million to settle an investigation
on the data breach [9]. Also, the centralized platform suffers
from a lack of transparency since the server can favor certain
buyers to be served first and certain sellers to sell their energy
first. Furthermore, if the security of the service manager is
compromised, the service can be interrupted and the users’
data can be disclosed, altered, or even deleted. In addition,
relying on existing payment systems (such as credit or debit
cards) for energy trading transactions may violate the privacy
of the EVs’ drivers, because their charging locations can be
known or tracked over long periods of time. On the other hand,
utilizing cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Zcash [10] is not
a viable solution, since they are prohibited or restricted in some
countries [11]. Moreover, such blockchain platforms implement
consensus protocols that demand high computational power and
they do not provide efficient processing of the transactions.

In contrast to the traditional client-server model, Blockchain
is a verifiable, immutable and distributed ledger that allows
mistrusting entities to transact with each other without relying on
a central third party and with no single point of failure problem.
Blockchain is a transparent data structure that is organized as a
chain of blocks and managed by a network of computers, called
miners, running a peer-to-peer (P2P) protocol. Each block con-
tains a set of transactions that are committed by the network peers
according to a predefined consensus algorithm [12]. Instead of
using a central architecture for the energy trading system, there
are some works that use blockchain to design energy trading
systems [5], [13]–[15] but they mainly focus on optimization
techniques to maximize the sellers’ profit. Very few works, such
as [4], [13], have studied the security and privacy issues in
the energy trading. The proposed scheme in [13] consider only
security and it does not consider privacy and charging reserva-
tions. The scheme proposed in [4] suffers from several problems
and limitations. First of all, the selected charging stations do not
know if they are selected since the reservation is made hidden
on the blockchain and this may lead to scheduling conflict since
two different EVs may select the same bid. In addition, the
paper does not consider the V2V energy trading case where the
privacy of both charging/discharging EVs should be protected.
Finally, the paper does not develop an anonymous payment
method to enable payment while protecting the privacy of the
EVs’ drivers.

To tackle the above challenges, in this paper, by leveraging
blockchain and smart contract technology, we first propose a
privacy-preserving CS2V scheme to enable energy trading be-
tween CSs and EVs. Then, we propose a privacy-preserving V2V
energy trading scheme to enable EVs (called discharging EVs)
to charge other EVs (called charging EVs). In the CS2V scheme,
the CSs publish energy bids and EVs select an appropriate bid
and reserve it. To improve the efficiency and scalability of the

scheme, we choose a private blockchain made by the charging
stations to run the scheme. In the privacy-preserving V2V energy
trading scheme, we use a public blockchain which is appropriate
for the V2V setting because an infrastructure to form a private
blockchain does not exist. In this scheme, a charging vehicle
sends a charging request with the region of interest and the
time to find trading offers to the blockchain. Then, interested
discharging vehicles send encrypted bids including the amount
of power to sell and price to the blockchain. A charging EV,
then, selects the best bid(s) and sends a reservation request to
the blockchain.

Moreover, although anonymity is important to preserve the
privacy of the EVs’ drivers, some EVs may abuse this anonymity
to launch Sybil attacks to pretend as multiple non-existing EVs
and then launch powerful attacks on the system such as Denial
of Service (DoS) attack. Specifically, the Sybil EVs may launch
a DoS attack by making many fake reservations to block other
EVs from charging and thus make the energy trading system
unavailable. To thwart the Sybil attacks, we leverage a common
prefix linkable anonymous authentication [16], so that a vehicle
is allowed to authenticate its messages anonymously, however, if
it tries to pretend as multiple EVs and submit multiple messages
(reservations) with the same prefix, i.e., timeslot, the blockchain
can link these submissions and know that they are sent from the
same EV. However, no one can link the messages that are sent
from the same vehicle at different times to preserve privacy.

In addition, we develop an anonymous and efficient
blockchain-based payment system that is based on real currency
and integrate it in our scheme. In particular, the system leverages
a financial institution (FI) to exchange real currency with digital
coins that are provably untraceable. During purchasing the coins,
FI can know the real identity of the buyer but when the coins
are deposited by a charging station, FI can not link coins to the
buyers to preserve their location privacy. Also, coin ownership
can be transferred to enable EVs to pay for charging without
involving FI, and thus our system does not require involving
the FI in the payment of each transaction for efficiency and
scalability. In addition, our system is secure against unauthorized
use of coins, by enforcing a proof of ownership for a batch of
coins using a zero knowledge proof (ZKP) protocol instead of
verifying ownership of individual coins for efficiency. Moreover,
our system is secure against double spending using blockchain
which stores the hash of spent coins.

Our main contributions and the challenges the paper aims to
address can be summarized as follows.
� We propose blockchain-based energy trading schemes for

CS2V and V2V that preserve the privacy of EVs’ drivers.
We also secure our schemes against Sybil attacks that can
be used to launch powerful attacks, such as DoS, that threats
the service availability.

� An anonymous and efficient blockchain-based payment
system is developed and integrated into our schemes so that
the EVs drivers’ privacy is preserved and double-spending
and stolen coin spending attacks are thwarted. The payment
is also efficient since the ownership of batch of coins can
be verified at once through ZKP protocol and FI does not
need to be involved in every transaction.
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� Extensive simulations and analysis are conducted to eval-
uate the proposed schemes. The results demonstrate that
our schemes are secure and preserve EVs drivers’ privacy
with acceptable communication/computation overheads.

A preliminary version of this paper has been published in [17].
The main differences between [17] and this paper are as fol-
lows. Firstly, this paper addresses the energy trading among
EVs and proposes a privacy-preserving energy trading V2V
scheme, but [17] considers only the case of CS2V charging.
Secondly, EVs can be anonymously authenticated and this paper
provides a countermeasure to Sybil attack. Thirdly, we changed
the payment system, so that the FI does not need to be involved in
every transaction. Finally, more analysis and simulation results
have been added in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss some techniques that are used in our schemes.
Section III discusses the considered network and threat models
and design goals. Then, our proposed schemes are presented
in details in Section IV. In Section V, we present the security
and privacy analysis of our schemes followed by performance
evaluations. Section VI discusses the related works. Finally, we
give concluding remarks in Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present the necessary background needed
to understand this paper.

A. Blind Elliptic Curve DSA Signatures

Using a blind signature cryptosystem, the user (requester) can
obtain a valid signature on a messageM from the signer without
revealing M to the signer. In our payment system, we leverage
the blind signature cryptosystem described in [18], which is
based on an elliptic curve implementation of the digital signature
algorithm (DSA) to create anonymous coins because it offers
faster computations with significantly shorter signatures. The
aforementioned cryptosystem consists of the following steps.

1) All parties use the same elliptic curve of order n with
generator G.1 In addition, the signer’s public key is P =
d·G, where d is the corresponding private key and d ∈ Z∗

n.
2) The signer selects a uniformly random element k ∈ Z∗

n

and sends R = k·G to the requester.
3) The requester selects uniformly random elements γ, δ ∈

Z∗
n and computes A = R + γ·G + δ·P . Let x be

the x-coordinate of point A, and t = x mod n. The re-
quester computes c = H(M ||t) mod n and sends c′ =
(c− δ) mod n to the signer. H(·) is a cryptographically
secure hash function, and H : {}∗ −→ Z∗

n.
4) The signer computes s′ = (k − c′·d) mod n and sends the

result back to the requester.
5) The requester computes s = (s′ + γ) mod n and stores

the signature of M as (s, c).

1Throughout the paper, we use uppercase letters to represent elliptic curve
points, and lowercase letters to represent scalars.

6) To verify the signature, the verifier computes A =
c·P + s·G. Then, it computes t = x mod n, where
x is the x-coordinate of point A. The verifier checks if

c
?
= H(M ||t) mod n.

B. Schnorr’s Identification Protocol

An identification protocol allows the owner of a public key
(prover) to prove to a verifier, in zero knowledge, that he indeed
knows the value of the underlying secret key. A well-known
identification protocol is called Schnorr [19], which is summa-
rized below for the case of an elliptic curve cryptosystem.

1) We assume that all parties use the same elliptic curve of
order n with generator G. The prover’s public key is P =
d·G, where d is the corresponding private key.

2) The prover selects a uniformly random element k ∈ Z∗
n

and sends R = k·G to the verifier (commitment).
3) The verifier selects a random element e ∈ Z∗

n and sends
it to the prover (challenge).

4) The prover computes s = (k + e·d) mod n and sends it
to the verifier (response). The verifier accepts the proof if
s·G = R + e·P .

Gennaro et al. [20] use higher degree polynomials that enable
the execution of multiple Schnorr protocol instances simul-
taneously with overhead that is very close to the overhead
of a single instance. The protocol is identical to the one de-
scribed above, except for the last step. In particular, the prover
holdsm public keys {P1, P2, . . . , Pm}, corresponding to private
keys {d1, d2, . . . , dm}. When the prover receives the verifier’s
challenge (e), it computes the response s = (k +

∑m
i=1 e

i ·
di) mod n. The verifier then accepts the proof by checking if

s ·G ?
= R+

∑m
i=1 e

i · Pi.
In our schemes, we uses the batch version of Schnorr’s proto-

col to allow the owner of coins, i.e., EV/CS (prover) to deposit
the digital coins into their account efficiently by proving the
ownership of the coins to the FI (verifier). Also, the scheme can
be extended to allow the verifier to verify the proofs of different

provers at once by simply checking if (s1 + s2) ·G ?
= R1 +

R2 +
∑m

i=1 e
i · Pi +

∑m
j=1 e

j · Pj , where (R1, s1) and (R2, s2)
are the commitment and response values from two provers,
respectively.

C. Zero-Knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Argument of
Knowledge (zk-SNARK)

A zero-knowledge proof (zk-proof) allows a party (prover)
to generate a cryptographic proof convincing another party
(verifier) that some values are obtained by faithfully execut-
ing a pre-defined operations on some private inputs (witness)
without revealing any information about the witness [21]. The
zk-SNARK further allows such a proof to be generated non-
interactively. More importantly, the proof is succinct, i.e., the
proof size is independent on the complexity of the statement
to be proved. More precisely, zk-SNARK has three phases. The
setup phase outputs the public parameters to establish a SNARK
for a NP-complete language L. In the proof generation phase,
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theProver uses an instance x, and witness w to generate a proof
for the statement x ∈ L. Finally, in the verification phase, the
Verifier can efficiently verify the proof.

D. Common-Prefix-Linkable Anonymous Authentication

Recenlty, Lu et. al, [16] have proposed a common prefix link-
able anonymous authentication scheme based on zk-SNARK
descried in Section II-C. In this scheme, a user can authenticate
messages anonymously and prove the validity of his certificate
without being identified and without linking the messages that
are sent from the same user. The only exception is when the
same user authenticates messages with the same prefix. In this
case, it can be known that messages are sent from the same user.
The scheme consists of the following five algorithms:
� Setup(1λ) −→ (PP,msk,mpk): This algorithm estab-

lishes the public parametersPP needed for the zk-SNARK
scheme and the system’s master public keympk and master
secret key msk.

� CertGen(msk, PKi) −→ certi: This algorithm outputs
certificate certi to validate the public key PKi of a private
key SKi.

� Auth(p||m,SKi, PKi, certi, PP ) −→ π = (t1, t2, η):
This algorithm generates an attestation π on a message m
and a prefix p that the sender indeed learns a secret key
corresponding to a valid certificate certi without being
able to identify the sender. The algorithm first computes
two tags, t1 = H1(p, SKi) and t2 = H1(p||m,SKi),
where H1 is a secure hash function, e.g., SHA-256.
Then, let �w = (SKi, PKi, certi) represents the private
witness, and �x = (p||m,mpk) be all common knowledge,
the algorithm runs zk-SNARK proving algorithm
Prover(�x, �w, PP ) for the following language LT =
{t1, t2, �x = (p||m,mpk) | ∃�w = (SKi, PKi, certi) s.t.
CertVrfy(certi, PKi,mpk) = 1 ∧ pair(PKi, SKi) =
1 ∧ t1 = H1(p, SKi) ∧ t2 = H1(p||m,SKi)}, where the
CertVrfy algorithm checks the validity of the certificate
using a signature verification, and pair algorithm verifies
whether two keys are a public/secret key pair. Finally, the
algorithm outputs π = (t1, t2, η).

� Verify(p||m,π,mpk, PP ) −→ {0, 1}: this algorithm runs
the zk-SNARK Verifier algorithm on π and PP , and
outputs 0/1 to indicate whether the attestation is valid or
not for the attested message.

� Link(m1, π1,m2, π2) −→ {0, 1}: On inputting two attesta-
tions π1 = (t1

1, t
1
2, η1) and π2 = (t2

1, t
2
2, η2), the algorithm

simply checks t1
1

?
= t2

1. If the check is true, the algorithm
outputs 1, indicating that π1 and π2 are computed from
the same user on the same prefix; otherwise, it outputs 0,
indicating that π1 and π2 are computed by different users.
We also use Link(π1, π2) for short. This operation is very
efficient because it does not need cryptographic operations.

III. NETWORK/THREAT MODELS AND DESIGN GOALS

In this section, we present the considered network model
followed by the adversary and threat models, and then, we
introduce the design goals of our schemes.

Fig. 1. Network model of the CS2V scheme.

Fig. 2. Network model of the V2V scheme.

A. Network Models

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the network models of the CS2V
and V2V schemes, respectively. The main entities are charging
stations, charging EVs, discharging EVs and the financial institu-
tion (FI). In addition to these entities that are involved in running
our schemes, there are also an offline Key Distribution Center
(KDC). The KDC’s role is to distribute the public parameters
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and credentials of our cryptosystems used in the paper. It also
issues public key certificates to the charging stations and EVs
that participate in the energy trading and the FI that runs the
anonymous payment system. In practice, the KDC can be run
by a governmental agency which is interested in the security of
the energy trading system [22]. The FI sells untraceable digital
coins to EVs and exchanges these coins for real currency.

As shown in Fig. 1, in the CS2V scheme, there are charging
station(s) owned by private companies that charge EVs. The
charging stations can have many charging points that can charge
EVs simultaneously, or they can have a few charging points
installed in parking lots of clinic, shopping malls, work places,
etc. Each EV interacts with the system through a Web or mobile
application. The blockchain network in the CS2V is a private
network made by the charging stations that run our scheme
by processing all transactions’ messages sent by the different
entities. In private Blockchains, the blockchain enforces strict
membership. More specifically, there is an access control mech-
anism to determine who can join the system, so, every node
is authenticated and its identity is known to the other nodes.
For efficiency, we adopt Proof-of-Stack (PoS) as a consensus
algorithm in the CS2V. The PoS algorithm is based on the idea
that the creator of the next block should be chosen via various
combinations of random selection, his stake, and age which can
provide good scalability. Selected node for making the next
block is chosen through a quasi-random process in which the
selection depends on assets stored in the wallet (or pool of shares)
relating to that node. PoS does not need high computing power
to achieve consensus thus it is energy efficient.

As shown in Fig. 2, in the V2V scheme, EVs can be charging
vehicles which seek to buy energy or discharging vehicles which
have excessive energy and seek to sell it. Unlike the CS2V
scheme that uses private blockchain, public blockchains such
as Ethereum [23] are used in the V2V scheme. This is because
in the V2V scheme, there is no available charging stations or
other dedicated entities that can form a private blockchain. In
public blockchains, the idea is that each node broadcasts a set of
transactions it wants to perform. Special nodes, called miners,
collect transactions into blocks, check for their validity, and start
a consensus protocol to append the blocks onto the blockchain.
Proof-of-work is widely adopted for consensus, where only
the miner which can successfully solve a computationally hard
puzzle (finding the right nonce for the block header) can append
the block to the blockchain.

B. Adversary and Threat Model

Security threats in the energy trading system can come from
both internal and external adversaries [24]. In this paper, we
assume that the entities (FI, CSs, EVs, and validators/miners)
are honest-but-curious, i.e., they execute our schemes correctly,
but aim to infer sensitive information about the EVs’ drivers
by examining the exchanged messages/transactions. We also
consider external adversaries that have access to the blockchain
and may try to impersonate legitimate users. These adversaries
can eavesdrop on the exchanged messages and recorded trans-
actions on the blockchain so that they try to learn the visited

locations and the driving patterns of victim EVs’ drivers, guess
the locations of drivers at a specific time or even track them over
time. In addition, attackers may launch Sybil attacks to pretend
as multiple non-existing EVs to launch severe attacks such as
DoS attacks by submitting many reservations to deprive honest
EVs from getting charged or selling their energy which makes
the energy trading service unavailable. We also consider attacks
against the payment system. Specifically, some attackers may try
to create fake coins and double-spend valid coins. Finally, we
assume that all parties’ devices run in polynomial time and are,
thus, unable to break the cryptosystems used in our schemes.

C. Design Goals

Our schemes should achieve the following important objec-
tives.
� Resilience/security. The proposed schemes should not rely

on a central entity to run the energy trading system. Central
entities are vulnerable of single point of failure and attack.

� Privacy preservation. The EVs drivers’ privacy is pro-
tected by achieving the following two requirements. (i)
Anonymity: All entities including the CSs, blockchain, and
FI should not be able to identify the real identity of an EV
that sends a message or makes a transaction in the energy
trading system. (ii) Unlinkability: Nobody can link two
messages sent from the same EV at different times.

� Anonymity-yet-resistance to Sybil attack. Launching Sybil
attacks by pretending as multiple non-exiting EVs to
launch severe attacks such as DoS by submitting a large
number of offers/requests pretending that they are submit-
ted from different entities should be thwarted.

� Authentication. EVs should be authenticated in an anony-
mous way so that no adversary can impersonate a legitimate
EV.

� Efficient anonymous payment system. The payment system
should be anonymous and secure against fake payments
and double spending attacks. It should also be scalable and
efficient.

IV. PROPOSED PRIVACY-PRESERVING CS2V AND V2V
ENERGY TRADING SCHEMES

In this section, we describe in detail our privacy-preserving
energy trading schemes. We first describe the system initializa-
tion phase, followed by the purchase of digital coins phase. Then,
we describe in details the CS2V scheme. Finally, we describe
the V2V scheme. Table I gives the main notations used in the
paper.

A. System Initialization

In this phase, the KDC issues public key certificates to the CSs,
EVs, and the FI involved in the anonymous payment system. The
KDC first generates a master public/private key pair (mpk/msk)
which is used for a digital signature scheme, such as RSA,
for signing the certificates. Then, an EV vi, having a unique
identity (e.g., license plate number), creates a public/private
key pair (PKvi

/SKvi
) and KDC generates a certificate certvi
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TABLE I
MAIN NOTATIONS

binding PKvi
to vi. The KDC also runs the Setup algorithm of

zk-SNARK to generate the public parameters (PP ) of the zk-
SNARK. Finally, the KDC publishes the zk-SNARK parameters
PP and the master public key mpk to the system users. These
parameters are used by the EVs to authenticate messages using
the common-prefix linkable anonymous authentication scheme.
Note that the system initialization phase is done off-line and
only once.

B. Purchasing Digital Coins

In our schemes, EVs need to purchase untraceable coins
from the FI. This process is performed outside the blockchain.
Specifically, we assume that the energy trading application on
the EV driver’s smart phone contains an e-wallet service, which
stores coins that are digitally signed by the FI. The FI only issues
coins with predefined momentary values so that the coin value
cannot be used to identify the EV that bought the coin because
many EVs buy coins with the same value. The purchase of digital
coins proceeds as follows.

1) Suppose the EV (client) wants to purchase m digital coins
from the FI. After the payment is made (e.g., through
a credit card), the client chooses m secret and random
elements {s1, s2, . . . , sm} ∈ Z∗

n and computes m coin
public keys {CP1, CP2, . . . , CPm}, where CPi = si ·G,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Each public key uniquely identifies
one coin.

2) The client and the FI invoke the blind signature protocol
discussed in Section II, so that the client obtains a valid
signature sigFI(CPi) for each purchased coin CPi with-
out revealing CPi to FI as follows.
Step 1: The EV sends a purchase request message msg1

msg1 = IDv‖M‖Sigv(IDv‖M)

where IDv is the EV real identity and M is the number
of digital coins the EV wants to buy and their momentary
values and Sigv(IDv‖M) is the signature on the whole
message using the EV private key.
Step 2: The FI chooses m secret and random
elements {k1, k2, . . . , km} ∈ Z∗

n and computes
R = {R1, R2, . . . , Rm}, where Ri = ki ·G, ∀i ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,m}. Then, it sends msg2 to the EV

msg2 = R‖SigFI(R)

Step 3: The EV computes Ai = Ri + γi·G + δi·P ,
∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, where γi, δi ∈ Z∗

n are random el-
ements and computes ti = xi mod n, where xi is the
x-coordinate of point Ai. The EV computes c′i =
(ci − δi) mod n, where ci = H(CPi||ti) mod n. The
EV sends msg3 to the FI

msg3 = {c′1, c′2, . . . , c′m}

Step 4: The FI computes s′i = (ki - c′i·d) mod n where d
is the FI secret key and sends to the EV msg4, where,

msg4 = {s′1, s′2, . . . , s′m}

Finally, the EV computes si = (s′i + γi) mod n and
stores the signature on CPi (SigFI(CPi)) as (si, ci). The
FI remains oblivious to the values (i.e., public keys) of the
individual coins. Note that, in this phase, the client uses
his real identity to purchase coins and because of using
the blind signatures, the FI cannot link a coin to the EV
that bought it when the coin is deposited by a CS and this
is required to preserve location privacy.

3) To improve the efficiency of our system, we can allow
digital coins of different denominations (e.g., $1, $5, $10).
In this case, the FI signs each denomination with a different
private key dedicated to this denomination, and each coin
is stored as 〈v, CPi, sigFI(v)(CPi)〉, where v is the coin’s
monetary value, sigFI(v)(CPi) is the signature of the FI on
CPi using its private key dedicated for the denomination
value v. This approach is not prone to privacy leaks by
linking a coin value to the client who bought it because
coins with the same domination value are bought by
many EVs.

C. Privacy-Preserving CS2V Energy Trading Scheme

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the CS2V scheme consists of the
following phases. In the submitting bids phase, CSs submit
competitive charging bids to the blockchain. In the reservation
phase, an EV that needs to charge submits a reservation request to
the blockchain, and the validators verify the reservation request
and store it in the blockchain. In the charging and payment
phase, the EV charges and pays. Finally, the last phase is the
coin deposit where the CS deposits the coins in the FI. The
exchanged messages in CS2V scheme are shown in Fig. 3.

1) Submitting Bids: In this phase, the CSs publish their en-
ergy bids on the blockchain as follows. First, the day is divided
into predefined timeslots, e.g., each timeslot can be 30 minutes
or 1 h. Then, when a CS i has an available charging point, it
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the exchanged messages in our CS2V energy trading scheme.

composes a bidding message msg5:

msg5 = TS‖bIDi‖PKi‖�i‖CRi‖POi,

where TS is the timeslot of charging, bIDi is bid ID, PKi is
CS’s public key, �i is the location of the CS, CRi is the charging
rate (price of each KWh), and POi is the amount of charging
energy (KWh) it can provide.

The message is signed with the private key of the CS and is
broadcasted on the blockchain network. Note that a charging
station can send multiple bids at a specific timeslot and the
number of bids depends on the number of EVs the charging
station can charge at a certain timeslot. Before storing the bid
on the shared ledger, the validators of the blockchain network
should verify the signature of the message.

2) Reservation: In this phase, a charging EV cvi that needs to
charge queries the blockchain to retrieve the bids of the charging
stations of a certain geographic area. Then, the EV should select
the most appropriate bid in terms of distance to the CS, charging
rate, and the amount of energy. The selection of best bid depends
on the preference of the charging vehicle. For instance, an EV
may prefer a nearby CS regardless of the charging rate while
others may prefer lower charging rates.

Once cvi determines the best bid, it then creates a new
public/private key (PKcvi

/SKcvi
) used for once and the corre-

sponding address ADcvi
. Then, it uses common-prefix-linkable

anonymous authentication scheme to generate an attestationπcvi

by running Auth algorithm descried in Section II-D and using
the zk-SNARK’s public parameters PP and the timeslot TS

included in the bid as the prefix as follows:

πcvi
= Auth(TS||Mcvi

, PKcvi
, SKcvi

, certcvi
, PP ),

where Mcvi
= bIDj‖PKcvi

. Then, cvi creates a reservation
message msg6:

msg6 = bIDj‖PKcvi
‖πcvi

where bIDj is the selected bid ID, πcvi
is the authentication

proof and PKcvi
= k ·G is the one-time public key computed

by the cvi and k ∈ Z∗
n. Then, the message is broadcasted on the

blockchain network. Note that PKcvi
will be used later by the

cvi to prove to the CS that it is the one that indeed made the
reservation.

Then, the reservation request is verified and stored in the
blockchain. To do so, the validators verify the attestation proof
πcvi

by running Verify algorithm of common-prefix-linkable
anonymous authentication scheme described in Section II-D as
follows:

Verify(TS||Mcvi
, πcvi

,mpk, PP ),

Also, the validators check for multiple reservations by exe-
cuting Link(πcvi

, πcv∗) discussed in Section II-D for each valid
authentication attestation πcv∗ that was received in the timeslot
TS. The objective here is that it is not allowed that one EV
makes more than one reservation in one timeslot. Once all
these verifications succeed, the reservation transaction is stored
on the ledger. Note that running the Link() algorithm is very
efficient because it does not require cryptographic operations
from the validators and it is just checking the equality of the two
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Fig. 4. Coin deposit procedure.

authentication attestations as described in Section II-D, and this
makes our scheme scalable.

3) EV Charging and Payment: After reserving a charging
point, in this phase, an EV charges and pays. First, when the EV
arrives at the CS, it has to prove that it has reserved a charging
point. In particular, the EV and the CS engage in an instance of
Schnorr’s identification protocol (Section II), in order for the EV
to prove to the CS that it knows the private key corresponding to
the public key that made the reservation. Following a successful
authentication, the EV charges the amount of power in the
reservation and then initiates the payment procedure.

The CS chooses m secret random elements
{k1, k2, . . . , km} ∈ Z∗

n and computes m public keys
{P1, P2, . . . , Pm}, where Pj = kj ·G, ∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}
assuming that cvi pays m coins to CS. The EV transfers the
ownership of each coin to the CS as follows.

The EV first selects a random element a ∈ Z∗
n, then it com-

putes a ·G, r = x1 mod n, where x1 is the x-coordinate of the
point a ·G. Then, it computes a−1 mod n and b = H(TCj),
where TCj = CPi‖sigFI(CPi)‖Pj , CPi‖sigFI(CPi) is the
coin to be transfered, andH : {}∗ −→ Z∗

n. Then, it uses the secret
key si of the coin CPi‖sigFI(CPi) to compute s = a−1(b+
si · r) mod n. The value (s, r) is the signatureSigCPi

(TCj) on
TCj . Thus,TCj‖SigCPi

(TCj) is the transferred coin. Then, the
EV sends the transferred coin to the blockchain. The blockchain
should do the following: (i)verify the FI signature on the original
coin to be transfered, (ii) check if the original coin has not been
spent before by checking the list of spent coins on the blockchain
and (iii) verify the signature of the transferred coin as fol-
lows. It computes b = H(TCj), u1 = b · s−1 mod n, and u2 =
r · s−1 mod n. Then, it computes (x1, y1) = u1 ·G+ u2 · CPj ,
if x1 = r, then the signature is valid. If all the verifications
succeed, the original coin is stored in the list of spent coins
to prevent double spending the coin and the blockchain send
transferred coins to the CS.

4) Coin Deposit: In this phase, the CS deposits the coins it
collects in a period of time (e.g., several days) in the FI. Fig. 4
illustrates the exchanged messages in this phase. The CS sends
a group of coins to the FI. The FI verifies the following for
each coin: (i) the coin has not been spent before by checking
if the hash of the coin is in the list of spent coins, (ii) the FI
signature of the original coin is valid, (iii) the signature that
transfers the ownership of the coin from an EV to the CS is valid,
and (iv) finally, FI checks if the CS owns the coins; to do so,
the CS and the FI should invoke the batch version of Schnorr’s

protocol described in Section II-B so that the CS can prove that it
knows the underlying secrets of the submitted coins. If all these
verifications succeed, the FI deposits the coins to the CS account
and the CS can exchange coins with real currency if it wants.
Finally, the FI sends the coins to the blockchain to be stored
in the list of spent coins to avoid re-depositing or re-spending
them.

D. Privacy-Preserving V2V Energy Trading Scheme

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the V2V scheme consists of the follow-
ing phases. In the charging request phase, a charging EV submits
a charging request to the blockchain containing cloaked location,
cloaked time of charging, and an anonymous signature. In the
charging bids phase, the discharging EVs submit authenticated
and anonymous bids to the blockchain. In the reservation phase,
the charging vehicle selects the best bid. Then, in the charging
and payment phase, the EV charges and pays. Finally, the last
step is the coin deposit where the discharging EV deposits the
coins in the FI. An illustration to the exchanged messages in the
V2V scheme is shown in Fig. 5.

1) Charging Request: In this phase, a charging vehicle cvi
submits an anonymous and authenticated charging request to the
blockchain so that the discharging EVs submit their bids. The
smart contract given in Algorithm 1 is responsible for executing
the V2V energy trading scheme by receiving charging requests
from charging EVs and bids from discharging EVs.

To preserve location privacy, let the area A (e.g., a city),
where energy is traded, is divided into a set of regions R
(small geographic areas). Then, cvi composes a charging request
by selecting a cloaked location, i.e., geographic region Rcvi

,
instead of exact location. It also cloaks the desired time of
charging Tcvi

∈ P(T), where P(T) is a set of time intervals.
Next, cvi chooses a random value ai ∈ Z∗

n and computes gai .
Then, cvi uses common-prefix-linkable anonymous authenti-

cation scheme to generate an attestation πcvi
by running Auth

algorithm using the zk-SNARK’s public parameters PP and the
timeslot (TS) as the prefix as follows;

πcvi
= Auth(TS||Mcvi

, PKcvi
, SKcvi

, certcvi
, PP ),

where Mcvi
= Rcvi

, Tcvi
, gai . The cvi sends the tuple Rcvi

,
Tcvi

, gai and πcvi
to the smart contract given in Algorithm 1.

Then, the contract C verifies the proof πcvi
(see line 6-10 in

Algorithm 1) by running:

Verify(TS||Mcvi
, πcvi

,mpk, PP ).

We should also note that C ensures that each charging EV can-
not submit multiple requests at the same timeslot by executing
Link(πcvi

, πcv∗) for each valid authentication attestation πcv∗

that was received and stored in the smart contract at a specific
timeslot (see line 5-11 in Algorithm 1).

2) Charging Bids: In this phase, discharging vehicles inter-
ested in a certain energy request send their authenticated and
encrypted bids to the smart contract as follows. dvj checks avail-
able charging requests on the blockchain and checks whether its
location �dvj

lies in the region of the request Rcvi
. Then, it

chooses a random value bj ∈ Z∗
n and computes gbj . Then, dvj
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Fig. 5. The V2V energy trading scheme. Note that E denotes a symmetric key encryption algorithm, e.g., AES-128.

uses gai included in the charging request to compute a symmetric
key kdvj→cvi

as follows:

kdvj→cvi
= (gai)bj = gaibj

Then, it encrypts the tuple (POdvj
, CRdvj

) with kdvj→cvi

using a symmetric key encryption algorithm, e.g., AES-128, to
obtain the ciphertext Cdvj

= Ekdvj→cvi
[POdvj

, CRdvj
], where

POdvj
is the amount of energy that dvj can sell and CRdvj

is the charging rate (price/kWh). Note that we use symmet-
ric key encryption since it is much efficient than asymmetric

key encryption in terms of computation and communication
overheads. Then, dvj uses common-prefix-linkable anonymous
authentication scheme to generate an attestation πdvj

by running
Auth algorithm and TS as the prefix as follows:

πdvj
= Auth(TS||Mdvj

, PKdvj
, SKdvj

, certdvj
, PP ),

where Mdvj
= Cdvj

||gbj . Then, it sends its bid Bdvj
=

Cdvj
||gbj‖πdvj

to the smart contract. Note that πdvj
is used so

that the contract can check if the discharging vehicle dvj has
not already been reserved in one timeslot more than once. Also,
discharging EVs are allowed to send multiple bids in the same
timeslots for different requests because by sending only one bid
it is not guaranteed that it will be selected, however the smart
contract prevents reserving the same discharging EV for more
than one charging EV.

3) Reservation: In the reservation phase, once the smart con-
tract collects the bids from the discharging vehicles, the charging
EV decides the best bid and makes the reservation. To do that, cvi
first retrieves the bids from the blockchain, and then, it computes
a symmetric key shared with each dvj that has sent a bid. For
example, cvi uses gbj included in the bid of dvj to compute a
symmetric key kcvi→dvj

as follows:

kcvi→dvj
= (gbj )ai = gbjai

Then, cvi decrypts all bids and selects the best bid based
on the price and the amount of energy. Finally, cvi sends a
transaction to the smart contract that contains the IDs of the
selected bids and the contact information, i.e., email address
or phone number of the charging EV, encrypted with the shared
secret key. Note that gbj can be used as the ID of the bids. Finally,
the selected discharging vehicle sends its contact information
encrypted by the shared symmetric key with the charging vehicle
to the contract.

4) EV Charging and Payment: In this phase, the charging
EV meets the discharging EV to charge and pay. When they
meet, they should first authenticate each other using the shared
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Fig. 6. Mutual authentication between charging and discharging EVs.

secret key. To do that, as shown in Fig. 6, cvi first sends a
random challenge r1, then dvj chooses a random challenge
r2 and computes the keyed hash of the tuple (r1, r2, 1) using
the shared secret key kdvj→cvi

and sends it back to cvi. Then,
using the shared secret key kcvi→dvj

, cvi verifies the keyed
hash function sent from dvj and computes the keyed hash value
Hkcvi→dvj

(r1, r2, 2) and sends it back to the dvj that verifies
this hash value. After charging, cvi pays dvi using the payment
procedure explained in Section IV-C3.

5) Coin Deposit: Finally, the last step is the coin deposit
where the discharging EV deposits the coins it collects in a
period of time (e.g., several days) in the FI. The payment deposit
procedure explained in subsection IV-C4 can be used by the
discharging EV to deposit the coins.

V. EVALUATIONS

In this section, we first discuss the security and privacy anal-
ysis of our schemes followed by the performance evaluations.

A. Security and Privacy Analysis

In this section, we discuss how our schemes achieve the
security/privacy objectives discussed in subsection III-C.

Security and transparency. Our schemes are secure against
single point of failure and attack due to using blockchain (a
distributed network) to run them instead of using a central server.
Moreover, due to the immutability nature of the blockchain,
the data stored on the blockchain cannot be tampered with by
malicious adversaries. Also, our schemes ensure transparency
of the trading system. This is because unlike centralized systems
in which it is not known how the central unit runs the schemes, so
it can favor charging stations over others to sell their offers first,
in our schemes, all transactions are posted on the blockchain and
the CSs and EVs can ensure that their bids/requests are received
and handled properly.

Preserving the privacy of EVs’ drivers. In our schemes, we
have used several techniques to preserve the privacy of EVs’
drivers such as cloaking technique, anonymous authentication
scheme, one-time public/private key pair, and anonymous pay-
ment. To ensure anonymity of EVs’ drivers, the EV drivers use
a random blockchain address that acts as a pseudonym and the
generation of that address is unlinakable to the EV driver’s real
identity. Moreover, unlike the CS2V scheme, the private infor-
mation of both the charging and discharging vehicles (location,
time, and amount of energy) should be protected in the V2V
scheme. This is achieved by (i) cloaking the location of the
charging EV as well as the time of trading, and (ii) encrypting

the submitted bids using a symmetric key encryption shared
between charging and discharging EVs; therefore, the bids are
confidential to everyone including the blockchain miners and
other attackers. Also, the underlying common-prefix-linkable
anonymous authentication scheme ensures that an EV can au-
thenticate messages without being able to identify the sender
of the messages or link them. Finally, the anonymous payment
system ensures that the coins used for payment are untraceable
and are not linked to a specific EV.

Unlinkabilty. In our schemes, no one can link a charging
reservation or bid to a specific EV that sent it. This is be-
cause EVs interact with the blockchain with a randomly gener-
ated blockchain address. The blockchain address is a one-time
pseudonym generated by the EVs, and it cannot reveal the EV’s
real identity. Moreover, the underlying common-prefix-linkable
anonymous authentication scheme ensures that an EV can au-
thenticate messages without being linked if an EV sends one
message with each prefix so the EV is anonymous and no one
can link its messages. Also, in the V2V scheme, a random value
ai should change each time an EV sends a charging request so
that no one can know if the messages are sent from the same EV
or not.

Anonymous and secure payment system. In our schemes,
blockchain is used for storing the hash values of spent coins
so that double spending can be detected. Thus, due to the use
of blockchain, all spent coins are stored in tamper-resistant and
non-repudiable ledger. In addition, once the coin’s ownership
is transferred, no one can re-spend or re-transfer the same coin
because the spent coins are stored in the blockchain. Moreover,
during the purchase of digital coins, the EV’s real identity is
used but because of using the blind signature scheme, the FI
cannot link the coins it signed to the EV that bought them. The
payment is also secure against stolen coins. This is because
if an attacker steals coins, he/she cannot use them in another
transactions because the spender of a digital coin has to prove
with a ZKP protocol that it knows the coin’s private key without
revealing it.

Anonymity-yet-resistance to Sybil attacks. Our schemes en-
sure the anonymity of EVs drivers during the energy trading
because the real identity of each vehicle is not used and no
one can link the messages sent from the same EV. However, a
malicious EV may try to launch a Sybil attack by pretending
as multiple non-existing EVs to launch more powerful attacks
such as DoS on the trading system by submitting a large
number of reservations/requests to the blockchain to make the
system unreliable and the service is unavailable. In our schemes,
the blockchain can detect such submissions using the linkable
anonymous authentication scheme. This is because, for an EV
to successfully authenticate messages, it needs to include a
prefix to them. If an EV authenticates reservations/requests more
than once for the same transaction (i.e, with the same prefix),
the blockchain can link such submissions. In this way, Sybil
submissions can be discarded to ensure that the system is reliable
and the service is available.

Mutual authentication. In our schemes, an EV, either charg-
ing or discharging, needs to authenticate messages using their
secret credentials by running the Auth algorithm of the common
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linkable anonymous authentication scheme. In addition, before
starting the energy trading, a charging EV needs to prove to
the CS (or the discharging EV) that it is the one that indeed
made the reservation. In the CS2V, the EV and the CS engage
in an instance of Schnorr’s identification protocol in order
for the EV to prove to the CS that it knows the private key
corresponding to the public key that is computed by the EV
that made the reservation. In the V2V scheme, only charg-
ing/discharging EVs which share the same symmetric secret
key can successfully authenticate each other. Specifically, by
verifying the keyed hash value Hkdvj→cvi

(r1, r2, 1), the cvi can
make sure that dvj knows the shared secret key. Similarly, by
verifyingHkcvi→dvj

(r1, r2, 2), dvj can make sure that cvi knows
the shared key. This is required to ensure that no adversary can
impersonate legitimate users. Moreover, the man-in-the-middle
attack is impossible without the need for additional signatures.
This is because any attempt from the miners to change the
value gai (or gbj ) to launch man-in-the-middle attack can be
detected because the blockchain is transparent and the ledger
is immutable, so EVs can ensure that gai (or gbj ) they sent is
received and stored correctly.

Our schemes thwart collusion attacks that aim to obtain private
information about the EVs. The FI may collude with other EVs
by exchanging the messages with an EV during the purchasing
digital coins phase to get private information about the EVs such
as when they charge from a particular EV. However, by using
PBS during purchasing digital coins phase, only the requester of
the coins can unblind the FI signature to obtain the anonymous
coins. Thus, an attacker EV who has a set of exchanged messages
with the FI can not link them with a particular EV.

B. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
schemes in terms of communication and computation overheads.

1) Experiment Setup: We have implemented all cryptosys-
tems used in our schemes with the C programming language,
using OpenSSL’s library for elliptic curve cryptography, and
a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU. For 128-bit security, we have
selected ANSI’s X9.62 Prime 256v1 curve, whose order n is
a 256-bit prime. We have implemented the proposed CS2V
scheme and deployed it in Ganache blockchain [25] platform,
which is a private blockchain. We have also implemented the
V2V scheme and deployed it in Kovan blockchain which is a
testnet of the Ethereum public blockchain [23].

We have used Jsnark library [26] for building the circuits
of zk-SNARKs used in the underlying common-prefix link-
able anonymous authentication scheme. The library uses lib-
snark [27] as a backend and has built-in gadgets, i.e., small
boolean circuits including a gadget of SHA-256 and gadgets for
encryption algorithms such as AES. Then, we wrote the state-
ments of zk-SNARKs in Jsnark using the underlying gadgets.
The public parameters of zk-SNARK are generated using the
libsnark generator library. Finally, to verify the proofs of the
underlying common-prefix linkable anonymous authentication
scheme, we have used the modified Ethereum client [28] that is
written in Java 1.8 with Spring framework [29].

TABLE II
SIZE OF ELEMENTS OF OUR SCHEMES’ MESSAGES

The metrics that are used in our evaluations are the communi-
cation and computation overheads. The computation overhead
is defined as the processing time required by each entity in our
schemes. The communication overhead is measured by the size
of messages transmitted between the entities in bytes. We also
measure the gas consumption needed by our V2V scheme since
the underlying blockchain is the public blockchain. Gas is used
to quantify the execution cost associated with each transaction.

2) Communication and Storage Overhead: To measure the
communication overhead, our schemes use signature scheme
that uses elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). Using an elliptic
curve additive group of order 256 bits, the signature’s size is
64 bytes [30]. Using Table II that summarizes the size of the
elements used in our schemes’ messages, we calculate the size
of the messages sent in our schemes. Table III summarizes the
total communication overhead in our schemes.

Communication overhead of the anonymous payment. To
purchase a digital coin, the EV and the FI need to run the blind
signature scheme as discussed in Section IV-B. The EV sends
msg1 that contains the number and value of coins it wants to
purchase. Also, it sends msg3 that has one field element. Thus,
the size of msg1 and msg3 are 70 and 32 bytes respectively. The
FI sends msg2 that has one group point and a signature. It also
need to send msg4 that has one field element. Thus, the size of
msg2 and msg4 are 128 and 32 bytes, respectively

Then, during the payment phase, the EV sends the transferred
coin to the blockchain that contains two public keys, FI’s signa-
ture, and the EV’s signature. Thus, the total size of the transferred
coin is 256 bytes.

To deposit the coins that the CS collects in a period of time,
it needs to send 256 bytes for each transferred coin to the FI.
Thus, to send n coins, the total overhead is n× 256 bytes.
Finally, the CS needs to prove to the FI that it owns the coin
by proving that it knows the secret that corresponds to the
public key in the coin using Schorr’s batch protocol. To do
so, the CS sends a commitment, i.e., a group element, then the
FI sends a challenge, i.e., a field element and the CS sends a
response, i.e., a field element. Thus, the total communication
overhead is 128 bytes. Fig. 7 evaluates the effect of Schorr’s
batch protocol on verifying a group of coins instead of individual
ones. As described in Section II, the batch protocol involves
the transmission of the same size of messages as the original
protocol, so the communication cost is constant (128 bytes) with
respect to the number of coins. On the other hand, the cost of
executing individual instances of Schnorr’s protocol incurs a
cost that grows linearly with the number of coins.

Communication overhead of the CS2V scheme. In the sub-
mitting bids phase, a charging station needs to send a bid that
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TABLE III
COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD IN OUR SCHEMES

Fig. 7. Effect of Schnorr’s batch protocol on coins ownership verification
overhead.

contains the following: timeslot, bid ID, location, charging rate,
amount of energy, CS’s public key and a signature. The total size
of the packet is 150 bytes. In the reservation phase, a charging
EV needs to send a reservation request that contains bid ID,
CS’s public key and authentication proof. The total size of the
packet is 795 bytes. The scheme in [4] is the most relevant work
to our CS2V scheme. In this scheme, the CS require 38 bytes
in the bidding phase, and the EV needs to send 24 bytes in
the reservation phase. Although, the overhead in [4] is lower
than our scheme, it does not consider resistance to Sybil attacks,
authentication, and payment, as will be explained in the related
works section.

Communication overhead of the V2V scheme. In the charging
request phase, a charging EV needs to send a charging request
that has the cloaked region and time and the authentication proof.
The total size of the message is 741 bytes. In the charging bids
phase, the discharging EV sends an offer that has ciphertext of
the bid’s information and the authentication proof. The total size
of the message is 745 bytes. Finally, in the reservation phase,
the reservation message includes 64 bytes for each of public key
of the selected EV.

Storage overhead. For the storage overhead on the blockchain
in the CS2V scheme, the blockchain stores the charging bids
(150 bytes per each bid) and hashes of the spent coins (256
bytes). Thus, the total storage overhead for storing M bids and
N spent coins is (150 ×M) + (256 ×N ) bytes.

In the V2V scheme, the blockchain stores the charging re-
quests (741 per each request), bids (745 per each bid) and hash

TABLE IV
COMPUTATION OVERHEAD OF INDIVIDUAL OPERATIONS

of spent coins (256 bytes). Thus, the total storage overhead for
each charging transaction withM bids and N spent coins is 741
+ (745 ×M) + (256 ×N ) bytes.

3) Computation Overhead: Our measurements indicate that
the multiplication and exponentiation operations take 0.005 ms
and 4.4 ms, respectively. Note that the addition operation takes a
very short time so it can be neglected. For symmetric key encryp-
tion using AES-128, the encryption operation takes 0.0203 ms
while the decryption operation takes 0.0078 ms. For signature
algorithm, the signing operation takes 3 ms while the verification
takes 1.5 ms. Using Table IV that summarizes the computation
overhead of individual operations, we calculate the computation
time required to compose messages in our schemes and summa-
rize the results in Table V.

Anonymous payment computation overhead. To purchase a
digital coin, an EV needs to compute two multiplication op-
erations and one signature. Thus, the computation overhead is
3.01 ms. The FI computes two multiplication operations and one
signature. Thus, the computation overhead is 3.01 ms.

To transfer a coin, the EV needs to compute a signature that
takes 3 ms. Then, the validators verify two signatures, i.e., the
FI’s signature and the signature of the old coin’s owner on
transferred coin. Thus, the computation overhead is 6 ms. Then,
to deposit a coin, the FI needs 6 ms to verify two signatures
on the transferred coin. Finally, the CS needs to prove the
ownership of the digital coins using Schnorr’s batch protocol. In
Fig. 8, we illustrate the efficiency of Schnorr’s batch protocol in
verifying the ownership of a large number of coins. It can be seen
that verifying 1000 coins individually (without Schnorr’s batch
protocol) requires 125 ms at the prover and 250 ms at the verifier,
whereas the batch protocol reduces these times to 0.1 ms and
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TABLE V
COMPUTATION OVERHEAD IN OUR SCHEMES

Fig. 8. Effect of Schnorr’s batch protocol on computation time of verifying
the coins ownership.

TABLE VI
EXECUTION TIME OF VERIFYING THE AUTHENTICATION PROOFS

54 ms, respectively. This indicates that Schnorr’s batch protocol
makes the payment process fast with less computation overhead.

Computation overhead of the CS2V scheme. In the submitting
bids phase, the computation overhead on the charging station
is 3 ms to compute a signature on the message and 1.5 ms
for the validators to verify the signature. In the reservation
phase, the charging EV computes authentication proof using the
common-prefix linkable anonymous authentication scheme that
needs 10 seconds. Then, the validators verify the authentication
proof that needs 2.5 ms. To evaluate the computation overhead
as the number of received authentication proofs increases, Ta-
ble VI gives the execution time of verifying a number of the
authentication proofs. It can be seen that verifying 10 proofs
requires 17.9 ms and thus the on-chain computation overhead is
in range of milliseconds which is acceptable. Although the time
needed for the proof generation operation is longer than other
operations, sending charging request and bid messages does not
need real-time communication because EVs have enough time
to compose the messages, and also the verification of the proof
which is done by the blockchain needs much shorter time which

TABLE VII
EXECUTION COSTS OF OUR V2V IN ETHERUM

is important in our application because the proof generation is
done by each EV while the validators have to verify a large
number of proofs sent by EVs.

Computation overhead of the V2V scheme. In the charging
request phase, the charging vehicle computes one exponentiation
operation to obtain gai and the authentication proof. Thus, the
total time is nearly 10 seconds. In the charging bids phase, the
discharging EV needs to compute two exponentiation opera-
tions, an authentication proof, and an encryption operation to
encrypt the bid. Therefore, the total time is 10.04 seconds. In
the reservation phase, the charging EV computes one exponen-
tiation and one decryption operation to decrypt the bid. The total
time is 4.4 ms

Moreover, since the V2V scheme is designed on top of public
blockchain, we have also implemented the smart contract of
Algorithm 1 in Solidity [31]. Then, it is deployed on the Kovan
blockchain which is a testnet of the Ethereum blockchain [23]. In
Ethereum, gas is used to quantify the execution cost associated
with each transaction. The cost is payable using the Ethereum
currency, named Ether. Table VII summarizes the execution
cost associated with each transaction in the V2V energy trading
scheme. A charging vehicle needs to submit a charging request
that costs 76 K gas, then a discharging vehicle submits a bid that
costs 89 K gas, and finally, 65 K gas is required by the charging
vehicle to make the reservation. To calculate the transaction fees,
according to [32], the cost for 1 unit of GAS is on average 5 Gwei
and 1 Ether = 109 Gwei. The transaction fees associated with
each transaction is given in Table VII. Clearly, the required fees
are low for both the charging and discharging EVs.

VI. RELATED WORK

There has been some research work in the areas of EV location
privacy, anonymous payment systems, and energy trading. In
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TABLE VIII
COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR WORK AND OTHER EXISTING SCHEMES

1Note:
√

denote a realized feature and × denotes an unrealized feature.

Table VIII, we summarize the main differences between existing
schemes and ours in terms of desired features such as privacy,
resistance to Sybil attacks, authentication, payment, and consid-
ered mode of charging.

In [13], the authors use smart contracts to dynamically select
the best bids from various charging stations. The EVs send their
planned routes and battery status to the blockchain, and then
charging stations offer their prices so that the EVs select best of-
fered price. Nevertheless, the proposed scheme does not consider
charging reservation, or the underlying payment mechanism.
Recently, inspired by bitcoin, a PriWatt system is introduced
by [36] that enables a blockchain-based private decentralized
energy trading system. The system allows peer-to-peer energy
trading without the need for a third-party intermediary.

In [4], charging stations make bids to EVs’ drivers in response
to their charging requests. To select their preferred charging
bids, EVs send hidden commitments to the blockchain. These
commitments are used later so that the EV can prove to the
charging station that it made the reservation. However, the
charging station does not know if the charging point has been
reserved or not until the EV drives to it and this may lead to
poor management of the service by the CS. In [35], a framework
for electric vehicle charging in the IoT infrastructure has been
proposed. The framework uses the matching market concept to
identify a charging station and uses lattice-based cryptography
to maintain security and privacy preservation. However, these
papers do not propose an anonymous payment method to protect
the privacy of the EVs. Also, they do not consider the Sybil
attacks in which attackers may pretend as multiple non-existing
EVs and launch severe attacks such as DoS attack by sending a
large number of reservation requests to block charging stations
from getting customers to use the service.

In [33], the authors proposed a blockchain-based energy
trading scheme to supervise and manage the energy trading. It
provided anonymous authentication to provide user privacy and
fine-grained access control for energy trading services. More-
over, it preserved identity privacy and transaction privacy during
energy trading. In [34], the authors proposed a lightweight

blockchain-based data sharing and energy trading scheme. A
tangle data structure is used to record the transactions in the
network in a secure and scalable manner. Also, a game theory
model is used to perform negotiation between the grid and
vehicles at an optimized cost.

Other schemes have used blockchain for energy trading but
they focus on optimization techniques for the electricity pric-
ing and the amount of traded electricity. Kang et al. [5] have
proposed a consortium blockchain to establish a decentralized
electricity trading system for V2V charging. To optimize elec-
tricity pricing and the amount of traded electricity among EVs,
an optimization technique, called iterative double auction, has
been used. In [14], the authors have introduced a permissioned
energy blockchain system to implement secure charging services
for EVs. The paper uses a Byzantine fault tolerance consensus
algorithm to reach the consensus in the energy blockchain. The
contract theory has also been used to satisfy the energy needed
from EVs while maximizing the operator’s profit. Huang et
al. [15] have proposed an optimal charging scheduling algorithm
that considers different vehicle charging scenarios such as V2V
and CS2V. A double-objective optimization model has been
used to maximize the user’s satisfaction and minimizing cost.
However these papers do not consider the V2V security, privacy,
resistance to Sybil attacks, or authentication. Also, they do not
propose an anonymous payment method to protect the privacy
of the EVs.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed privacy-preserving schemes
for CS2V and V2V energy trading. The schemes are built on
top of blockchain technology that provides security and trans-
parency without the need for a trusted third party. Moreover,
launching Sybil attack by pretending as multiple non-existing
EVs to launch powerful attacks such DoS by submitting a large
number of reservations/offers is thwarted to ensure that the
energy trading system is reliable and the service is available. To
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preserve the privacy of EV drivers, we have developed anony-
mous and efficient payment system using blockchain to allow
EVs to pay their charging fees with untraceable digital coins.
Also, the payment system is secure against stolen coins attack
and fake payments. Analysis and experiments are conducted
to evaluate the proposed schemes and the results indicate that
our schemes are secure and can preserve the privacy of EVs’
drivers, and the communication and computation overheads are
acceptable.
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